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ABSTRACT This paper discusses a Knowledge
Transfer Project (KTP) with a global Scottish heritage
brand to develop a year-round sustainable business
model through a design-led approach to new product
innovation that improves their sustainability credentials.
Sustainability in textile production is under increasing
scrutiny from the media, governments, regulators, and
consumers, all demanding transparency in the supply
chain. The company has an excellent track record of
sustainable employment in rural communities and sought
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through the project to improve their production processes and
waste output. Sustainability is a vast topic, where collaboration
can help to address these key challenges. The company man-
ages an artisan hand-weaving manufacturing system where yarn
production and fabric finishing are regulated by the 1993 Harris
Tweed Act of Parliament that protects and restricts production to
the Outer Hebrides. The success or failure of the Harris TweedVR

industry directly impacts the wider economy of the Outer
Hebrides, which is considered “remote, rural, fragile” by UK and
Scottish governments and their economic development agencies.
The paper describes how academic/business collaboration can
positively encourage innovation and help reposition businesses
within a changing economic and sustainable landscape that
explores these new opportunities. The paper reflects on how
KTPs are a mechanism with mutual benefits, where pooling indi-
vidual knowledge and resources can develop strong, sustainable,
and authentic relationships that can provide tangible impacts of
new knowledge generation and application within a scholarly and
research context that can be clearly aligned to notions of bringing
value to the sector, users, and the curriculum.

KEYWORDS: Knowledge exchange, collaboration, sustainability,
design innovation, heritage

Introduction
Sustainable development within the fashion and textile industry
requires businesses to commit to the concept of corporate social
responsibility (CSR) described by Haski-Leventhal (2018) that meets
the three pillars of sustainability: environmental, social, and economic.
The globalised textile industry has created substantial challenges for
businesses wishing to authentically communicate their moral and eth-
ical values to their customers. This is in part due to the complexity of
global supply chains, where providing ethical assurances and a chain
of transparency across production has resulted in a mindfield of mis-
information and trustworthy sources (Thorisdottir and Johannsdottir
2020).

Textile heritage businesses that operate on a small artisan, local-
ised scale, such as those that are part of the Harris TweedVR industry
in the Outer Hebrides of Scotland are well placed towards moving to
a recognised CSR model. It could be argued many of their operations
already meet this model, through their sustainable employment within
the local rural community and the retention of hand-woven crafted
textiles.

The Harris TweedVR industry has an impactful story to tell. Through
generations of skilled workers: hand weavers and mill workers, the
rich history and folklore associated with the tweed fabric are syn-
onymous with the intangible and cultural heritage of the islands. Due
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to Harris Tweed’s unique identity fabric production has not overtly
been impacted by the “outside” rapid growth of the fast fashion
industry. The Harris TweedVR industry does however face other chal-
lenges where its values have not always been recognised by the con-
temporary consumer. Equally, the unique qualities of the cloth by the
insular industry can be taken for granted leading to what can be
described as a “marginalised mindset” (HTH/HWU 2015).

Textile businesses need to transform their business models from a
“take-make-consume-dispose linear model” towards one that can
not only generate economic, social, and ecological value but also
work towards embedding sustainable and circular practices across
their textile production systems (Coscieme et al. 2022). However, this
requires significant investment and support in design and innovation
where for small-to-medium-enterprises (SMEs), such as the mills
operating within the Harris TweedVR industry, they have limited internal
capacity and can struggle to generate change management inde-
pendently. Academic/business collaborations can provide a mechan-
ism for facilitating change management towards new priorities where
partnerships with universities and academics can be beneficial to all
stakeholders.

This paper discusses how a Harris TweedVR mill was supported to
develop their ambitions in embedding sustainability using design-led
innovation through an Arts and Humanities funded Knowledge
Transfer Partnership (KTP) in collaboration with academics at Robert
Gordon University. The paper begins by outlining the project by
briefly describing the KTP model, the background to the Harris
TweedVR industry, an introduction to the company involved, and the
project outline. We then present our project, the methodologies used
and discuss the findings that have led to facilitating strategic change
within the company, the potential impacts, and benefits to all stake-
holders, including the recent textile design graduate who was
employed during a 24-month (February 2021–February 2023) indus-
try project and referred to within the KTP structure as “the
Associate.”

The paper draws on a mixed methods approach including the for-
malised documentations created during the project: the project plan,
four-monthly interim management reports, the impact benefits log,
and the final reports. Qualitative methods were used that include
captured reflective discussions between the graduate designer and
the academic supervisor during the project period. The paper
explores how, particularly for textile design subjects, universities can
stay current and teach an ever-evolving practice by replicating indus-
try conditions in academia through KTP collaborations. The paper
further examines the mutual benefits for both the academics and the
textile business when working on an Arts and Humanities KTP that
can provide experiential insights into the implicit interdisciplinary
nature of commercial design, manufacturing applications and solu-
tions. Reflections are made on the benefits and opportunities for
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enhancing academic teaching, research, and career progression for
the associate at the early stages of their career development. The
paper concludes by speculating on how the findings of the project
could bring wider benefits to the global textile industry, particularly
within the woven wool sector.

Knowledge Transfer Partnerships (KTPs)

The project was formalised through a KTP. Running for over forty
years within the UK, the KTP program supports UK businesses to
innovate for their economic development by gaining access to the
academic expertise and resources available within the Higher
Education sector by de-risking research and development for busi-
nesses through subsidized government funding. Three-way partner-
ships are formed to benefit all parties: a company, a university, and a
graduate known as the associate (Figure 1), who work together to
deliver a strategic innovation project for the business which they
would be unable to achieve independently (UK Government 2022).
Although KTPs are about the transfer of knowledge from one party to
another it is argued by both Lane and Lubatkin (1998) and Van den
Bosch, van Wijk, and Volberda (2003) that knowledge exchange is a
more appropriate term where knowledge is exchanged fluidly back-
wards and forwards rather than as a one-directional transfer that can
develop new knowledge for all parties (Fosfuri and Trib�o 2008).

Knowledge can be described as both explicit and tacit (Nonaka
and Takeuchi 1995). Explicit or codified knowledge is quantifiable
and easily accessible through a formalised system. In contrast, tacit
knowledge relates to internalised knowledge that is hidden, lacks visi-
bility, and more difficult to articulate (Polanyi 1966; Nonaka 1991;
Dormer 1994). The challenges of articulating the “tacit-ness” of
design thinking when working with a heritage textile brand are more
complex to transform into product design management frameworks
and tools which needed to be developed by the associate (the

Figure 1
Diagram of the KTP project partnership structure illustrating the fluid exchange of

knowledge between parties.
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designer), the university, and the company (Ulrich and Eppinger
2008). As most KTP projects tend to be in partnership with STEM
academic schools rather than with creative industry schools, there is
still limited information available on the impact of design-related KTP
projects, particularly within the fashion and textile design specialism.
Coulter (2013) recognises that the qualitative measuring and empir-
ical outcomes of non-scientific methodologies are more challenging
to measure than within the science disciplines.

Harris TweedVR Industry

Harris TweedVR is renowned as a global leader in luxury woollen tex-
tiles that are directly connected to the history of the Outer Hebrides,
a group of islands off the west coast of Scotland. The mills support a
community of hand weavers and are integral to the region’s econ-
omy. The fabric is unique and as such production against replication
has and continues to be protected by the Certification of Orb regu-
lated by the Harris Tweed Authority since 1909. Due to the unique
setup of the Harris TweedVR industry including three separate entities:
the self-employed home weaver, privately owned mills, and the Harris
Tweed Authority, each party operates independently but requires the
others to continue to produce the cloth known as Harris TweedVR .
This undoubtedly makes the industry a fragile one that requires com-
munication and balance; however, it does not require consultation
between the parties for changes that remain within the realms of
the act.

At a time when the concepts of sustainability, heritage, and prov-
enance are central to our lives, Harris TweedVR communicates these
values through the tweed cloth and its heritage. The environmental
impact of a small pedal powered industry, such as the Harris
TweedVR industry is comparably low to those of a greater scale, or
which require a greater amount of automated machinery (Figures
2(a,b)). However, our previous research revealed that although the
Harris TweedVR industry successfully conveys a sense of place and
heritage to their customer, they were not fully capitalising on the
handwoven value and sustainable, slow fashion aspects of Harris
TweedVR (Cross, Steed, and Jiang 2021).

The Company

The company involved in the project is the largest of three mills
based on the Isle of Lewis producing around seventy percent of all
Harris TweedVR fabric. Harris TweedVR weavers are all self-employed
working from their homes and outbuildings across the Outer
Hebrides. The mills work with around one hundred and twenty home
weavers who handweave every length of tweed on a treadle loom.
Using one hundred percent British wool the fleece is processed in
house into colored yarns and warps are then transported across the
islands to the weaver’s homes. Once woven the cloth is then
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collected and finished at the mill where it is inspected, authenticated,
and stamped by the Harris Tweed Authority before it leaves the mill.
The company’s fabric is sold internationally and used for a wide
range of premium products for the interiors, fashion, and accessories
markets and has been showcased by major international fashion
brands, such as Ralph Lauren, Chanel, Vivienne Westwood, and
more recently Thom Brown and Stone Island.

The Project Brief

The two-year project sought to embed sustainable business practi-
ces and a culture of innovation-led design within the Harris TweedVR

brand, to generate year-round, sustainable business demand for the
brand and the home weaver industry on the Isles of Lewis and

Figure 2
(a,b) Harris TweedVR cloth being woven by a home weaver.

Image credit: Lateral North.
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Harris. The aim being to explore new markets, minimise and manage
wool waste and investigate environmentally friendly processes
through the introduction of circular principles that could influence the
whole of the Harris TweedVR industry and potentially the woven wool-
len textile market in the UK.

The project addressed the following three key challenges:
Sustainable product development, innovative product development,
and the development of an innovation culture within the company.

The project responded specifically to the increasing focus on sus-
tainability in textile production, currently prevalent in media coverage,
government, and legislation where consumer demands transparency
in the supply chain. While the company had a positive existing story
to tell in terms of sustainability of employment in rural communities,
their production processes, estate, and location were more challeng-
ing to communicate externally. The company had put in place a sus-
tainability strategic plan which highlighted the areas they sought to
improve upon over a five-year period.

The company wanted to share their sustainability credentials with
their customers using two key messages to communicate and
support sustainable textile products. The first to continue creating a
quality product that aligns with the values and practices of Slow
Design where longevity, localised making, and supporting commun-
ities, facilitates change towards “buy less, buy better” where
consumers are encouraged to buy a high-quality, long-lasting prod-
uct over fast fashion alternatives (Strauss and Fuad-Luke 2008). The
second being circularity, focusing on how the product is responsibly
disposed of at the end of its usable life with minimal environmental
impact or recycled into a new product or garment.

Methodology
Textile innovation specifically when working with a circular and sus-
tainable focus requires new dimensions of creativity and innovation
(Moorhouse and Moorhouse 2017; Niinim€aki 2018). The work
described follows tools used in design methodology applicable to
new textile product innovation that can be applied to industry and
experimentation (prototype) as a practice relevant to woven textiles.
Situated within the mill site the application of design methodology in
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the creative process was carried out by the associate, a graduate
woven textile designer embedded within the company for the dur-
ation of the project, supported by academic and industry supervisors.
Examples of the methods used by the associate during the two-year
project included an initial review of the company’s current processes
and existing methodologies and technologies. This was achieved by
reviewing their existing textiles, undertaking an audit of current manu-
facturing processes and technology together with a sustainability
audit that included a review of their use of resources (wool, chemi-
cals, energy) and waste management systems. A literature review of
design trends and technical innovations within non-seasonal wovens
and the lighter weight wool fabrics market was undertaken alongside
an assessment of the current market and potential routes to new
markets. This was then followed by a three-month early product
innovation stage that explored sustainable design, manufacture, and
waste management by investigating new preparatory and textile fin-
ishing systems and processes. Working with mill based hand wea-
vers the associate explored the potential to incorporate sustainable
practices, to embed innovation into the product. An evaluation of the
current technical systems in place determined what additional equip-
ment might be required to enhance the design and manufacturing
processes for a new product range, relative to the markets,
industry, and sustainable development whilst also in keeping with the
guidelines of the Harris Tweed Act. Physical prototyping working
alongside in-house weavers was undertaken that explored a range of
variables, including the use of natural wool, lighter weight weave
structures, and fabric finishing. In the final phase of product develop-
ment, new woven product samples were performance tested and
user trials through customer focus groups. Feedback evaluations on
the product range was also gained from both company and
University employees. Staff training at the mill was reviewed to
ensure embedding of knowledge and innovations created during the
project.

These methods were deemed the most applicable as they contrib-
ute to creativity, innovation, and quality for the development of new
product textile design that also meets the needs of customers
(Helena et al. 2017). Applying design methods, a new model of col-
laboration by means of an inclusive, iterative, and objectives-driven,
performance-based approach was used that focused on the role of
design as a management tool within a heritage textile company. The
project explored the impact of creative design and design manage-
ment tools in the exchange of knowledge and new product develop-
ment that could potentially transform the company’s understanding
of the value of design towards their economic growth.

The Project Activities
A KTP is designed to bring benefits to all parties within the three-way
partnership, the company, the university, and the associate. Here we
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describe the different activities which took place during the project
and their impact on the different parties.

Sustainable Product Development

A priority for the project for the company was to investigate opportu-
nities to develop new product offerings that align with their sustain-
ability ambitions. Three identified areas were explored: naturally
colored product ranges, innovative ways to deal with textile waste,
and reducing sampling waste using digital software. The company
has traditionally been a seasonal brand producing autumn/winter fab-
rics. One of the aims of the project was to develop sustainable prod-
ucts which support year-round work for both mill workers and home
weavers. For the Harris TweedVR mills, cloth has always been the sole
product. Sold internationally to fashion houses, retailers, and clothing
and interior furniture makers, cloth is contextualized widely across a
diverse range of retail products all with the distinctive Harris TweedVR

orb label that distinguishes its unique authenticity to their customers.
The project sought to investigate a new range of fabric designs using
only undyed wool fibers together with exploring opportunities for min-
imalizing textile waste through new mill procedures and the introduc-
tion of a CAD system to reduce physical sampling.

Color Wool Dyeing

The textile industry not only utilises large quantities of water for their
processes but also uses vast quantities of chemicals and dyeing
agents. These processes also create a large amount of waste in
terms of energy and other chemical substances which will directly or
indirectly impact the environment to varying degrees (Lellis et al.
2019). Although it is well understood that the use of harmful dye
chemicals needs to be replaced by more environmental and eco-
logical practices, putting this into operation within a global textile
industry is complex (Lara, Cabral, and Cunha 2022). This is largely
due to the requirement of not only reproducible quality throughout
the industrial dye systems but also the need to minimize the costs
whilst also maximising profit (Mahapatra 2016).

In the UK all companies are required to meet Control of
Substances Hazardous to Health (COSHH) regulations. COSHH
requires employers to control substances that are hazardous to
health. These regulations ensure that chemicals imported and used
within the UK meet legal requirements and are handled to a high
safety standard. COSHH certificates are most commonly held by the
company importing chemicals or the UK based supplier. UK chemical
standards are changing regularly to move towards sustainability how-
ever these standards are specific to chemicals and until an access-
ible, stable dye is available that can be bought and applied in the
volumes required the alternatives are few and far between. It is also
worth mentioning that if new dyes require new application processes
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this could pose considerable additional costs to companies. Very few
mills in the UK are fully vertical, able to carry out each stage of pro-
duction in house. For most UK woven textile companies, yarn is
bought in for fabric production which is then sent out to specialist
companies for finishing. This is not possible for Harris TweedVR as the
Harris Tweed Act of 1993 states that all processes must be carried
out in the Outer Hebrides.

Eco-friendly wool dyeing is challenging for a woven fabric, such as
Harris TweedVR . A recent scientific report by Lin et al. (2022) investi-
gated wool fibre dyeing using biodegradable natural dyes that recog-
nised the industrial limitations in relation to producing an extensive
color range and seasonal availability. A lack of dye stability and wash
color fastness was recorded particularly when using a single natural
dye where more research is necessary using a range of mixed natural
dyes to resolve technical issues for industrial applications.

In response to the need to explore future alternatives to current
dyeing processes, the associate undertook research to investigate
alternatives that could in the longer-term help to inform the com-
pany’s coloration systems towards sustainability. One of the areas
the associate investigated was bio-inspired textiles that are informed
by nature that can replicate for example optical microstructures to
mimic natural color. One of the benefits of the KTP project partner-
ship is the opportunity for the company to investigate speculative
design-led research they would not normally have access in their
day-to-day operations. Through the agency of an associate with a
design background, the company gains access to new textile think-
ing, such as in the field of biomimicry that has relevance to the KTP
project and can embed new innovative thinking that can have an
impact for years to come.

Cloth—Natural Woven Yarn Collection

Harris TweedVR designs are inspired by the natural landscape of the
Hebrides (Figure 3(a)). This has always been a key aspect of the
tweed’s unique heritage and remains vital when designing new fabric
designs. However, the least sustainable process in the mill is fiber
dyeing, where both acid and reactive dyes are used to color wool
which requires vast volumes of water during the process of chem-
ically binding the dye pigments to wool fiber. Each yarn is a blend of
two to nine fiber colors creating a variety of unique m�elange shades,
woven together to produce fabrics bursting with color.

To address this a new “naturals” collection (Figure 3(b)), using
undyed wool to reduce chemical use was developed and trialed for
the commercial market.

Weave structures and selections of natural wool fibers inspired by
the local environment were created to produce a small range of
undyed and recycled weaves, to offer customers a sustainable fabric
option whilst also supporting the company’s image and marketing
strategy towards its sustainable development ambitions. This was a
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new product development for the company and the first of its kind
for the Harris TweedVR industry introducing a new sustainable product
option for customers. A small selection of mill-based weavers were
consulted for their initial feedback on the KTP and working with nat-
ural yarns. None expressed strong opinions here other than the
importance of the project ensuring a constant work stream for the
island’s home-weavers. Further feedback will be undertaken with
weavers to inform future product developments.

Natural color consistency is the biggest challenge in the produc-
tion of an undyed collection where customers expect product con-
sistency for re-orders. Unfortunately, it is impossible to control the
color of a raw natural product where each batch created could
potentially vary in shade. This in turn also creates an opportunity to
purchase a unique product with sound sustainability credentials.

The development of undyed product options has been a very spe-
cific alternative to dyed products, but it will never replace them. Color

Figure 3
(a) Inspiration from the Outer Hebrides to develop the natural woven yarn collec-
tion. Image credit: Beth Wilson. (b) Prototyping weave structure, patterns, and

yarns for the natural woven yarn collection. Image credit: Beth Wilson.
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contributes about eighty percent to the consumer’s buying decisions
and consumer demand will continue to play a large part in the direc-
tion of the industry.

Though an undyed collection of fabrics will not cater to everyone,
a minimal color pallet of similar shades is one option moving towards
finding sustainable solutions within the textile industry. The natural
collection is anticipated to be launched in the summer of 2023 along-
side the company’s annual Autumn/Winter collection.

Decomposition of Dyed Wool—The Effect of Dye on the
Biodegradability of Wool

During the project, the associate identified a gap in existing research
on the affect of chemicals used in production on dyed wool, bio-
degradability, and negative environmental impacts. Wool is a natural
fiber with several positive environmental credentials that include being
naturally renewable, biodegradable, and easy to care for. It has been
used in textile manufacturing for centuries and has proven to be
popular with consumers as it produces breathable and insulating gar-
ments. The fashion industry has a significant environmental footprint,
however, very little is known about how chemical processing impacts
a product’s end of life. One of the main selling points of wool is that it
is fully biodegradable. The company was concerned that using this
statement without more information on the decomposition of dyed
wool could be misleading and perceived as a form of greenwashing.
Preliminary research carried out indicated that there was a know-
ledge gap in the wool sector. This resulted in a further research pro-
ject between the company and the University involving the School of
Engineering. This additional work is in the early stages of develop-
ment where it is anticipated that the findings could influence several
production processes including wastewater, types of dyes used, and
recycling processes for fibre, yarn, and fabrics. The work could also
inform business decisions, strengthen the company’s sustainability
strategy and improve marketing to environmentally conscious con-
sumers. There may also be benefits to the wider textile industry
including wool suppliers, garment designers/manufactures, brands,
marketing, and sales teams, to properly inform consumers of the cir-
cularity of woollen woven products, providing recommendations for
products end of life and to make better informed future production
decisions.

Customer Design

Being able to offer an inhouse design service allows flexibility and
customisation. However, the company still produces physical sam-
ples for these customers which requires time to warp and weave a
sample loom solely for this purpose. Digital technology investment
was explored, to reduce physical sampling and waste, particularly in
the initial stages of customer design development.
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Investment in Computer-Aided Design (CAD) Technology

CAD sampling can be used as a sustainable alternative to physical
sampling, reducing waste and speeding up design options in
response to customer requests. The company had previously not
invested in a CAD design system largely due to a lack of digital in-
house expertise. Instead, all design work had to be carried out manu-
ally, hand weaving each new sample and approved as part of a
“blanket” or “range” of patterns. Embedding a recent textile graduate
in the mill with CAD experience enabled research to be carried out
so that a suitable CAD system could be installed. This investment
reduces sampling, saves time, manpower, resources, and waste
allowing the company to respond to customer requests more
efficiently.

The investment in a CAD system within the mill has significantly
accelerated the first stages of the design development process. Initial
in-house setting up of the CAD system required inputting all the col-
ors, yarn blends, and technical information currently in use at the mill
which was time-consuming but is now fully installed. The programme
was ready to be rolled out for customer developments at the begin-
ning of the second year of the project where in the first year it was
used for inhouse projects including collection development up to this
stage. Providing a visual representation of fabric helps give custom-
ers an idea of how their chosen colors and patterns will look as an
end product. Some customers are happy to sign off on a design
using physical yarn colors and CAD designs and others use CADs as
a tool to refine down their selection before proceeding to sample
lengths. This in turn reduces sampling waste where previously all
design developments were undertaken manually, weaving meters of
cloth for a customer to choose a single design. CAD has also signifi-
cantly reduced sampling lead times as previously, customers would
be quoted six to eight weeks for woven design development. Now,
CAD designs can be posted and even emailed out in the same
week. In the future the aim is to manage the pattern loom time most
effectively, freeing up time by carrying out initial design development
work using CAD.

Industry Certification

Certification in the textile industry provides customers with assurance
of a company’s management systems, ensuring all appropriate
standards are maintained. Increasingly customers are selecting prod-
ucts that align with sustainability criteria, namely economic, social,
and environmental. Certification supports companies who want to
communicate their environmental measures externally in a credible
and transparent way. Before the project, the company only had the
Harris Tweed authority authentication stamp for its fabric. One of the
project’s objectives was to research and apply for world-wide indus-
try recognized certification. An application to the OEKO-TEXVR
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Association was identified as the most appropriate as criteria for cer-
tification confirms “… the human-ecological safety of textile products
from all stages of production (raw materials and fibers, yarns, fabrics,
ready-to-use end products) along the textile value chain.” (OEKO-
TEX 2022). The application for the Oeko Tex Standard 100
certification was successful, and the company now has an additional
international certification that provides assurances to customers that
textile production is safe, environmentally friendly, and socially
responsible.

University Benefits

The KTP structure provides academic staff with the opportunity to
apply and test their theoretical research within a commercial setting
(Innovate UK 2015). This supports the increasing demand to provide
evidence of the economic impact of research investment, whilst
informing the direction of ongoing and future research. Importantly,
the papers and publications developed through a KTP, together with
the research income, can contribute to the Research Excellence
Framework (REF), the UK’s research assessment process for bench-
marking and accounting of Higher Education institutions’ research
submissions. In addition to this, KTPs provide opportunities to
develop teaching materials, opportunities for student projects, work-
based activities, and for introducing commercial contexts.

One of the key objectives of universities is to develop strong
courses producing graduates that have excellent employability skills
where they are adaptable and flexible and can use their transferable
skills in different contexts. This requires universities to provide stu-
dents with the knowledge skills central to building life-long learning
capacities and employability skills as required within today’s society
and workplace where the Higher Education Academy (HEA), the
UK’s professional membership scheme for HE, identifies twenty-first
century work skills as encompassing three distinct themes: literacies,
competencies, and character qualities (HEA 2022). Education for
Sustainable Development (ESD) is increasingly becoming a priority for
universities to embed within their curriculum. ESD develops compe-
tencies - skills, attributes, and values that link to both subject know-
ledge and knowledge of sustainable development (QAA and Advance
HE 2021). It is around these competencies that students need to
develop graduate attributes for sustainable employability throughout
their working lives. Understanding this multi-faceted datum, which
defines contemporary graduate employability within the HE sector,
will increasingly demand HE to support graduates to develop interdis-
ciplinary skills to become resilient and adaptable within this evolving
landscape. These demands and challenges are particularly evident,
although not limited to the creative sector with a statistically high level
of self-employment, which is only set to increase in the future
(Creative Industries Council 2022). One of the recommendations in
the COP26 Universities Network paper (2021) is to include partnering
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with industry to facilitate curriculum reform towards ESD. It is within
this context that the project supported teaching and learning across
two schools: the University’s Art School and the School for Creative
and Cultural Business with a range of student undergraduate proj-
ects, talks, and curriculum events supported by the associate.

Student Projects
Deadstock Fashion Design Project

As part of the KTP partnership, a live undergraduate student project
was undertaken with second year Fashion and Textile Design stu-
dents to work collaboratively on a garment design project using
deadstock Harris TweedVR fabric (Figure 4). Deadstock fabric is a fab-
ric that the company can no longer sell due to several factors. For
example, the fabric has been woven incorrectly and does not meet
quality standards set by the mill or the Harris Tweed Authority, it
could also be surplus from a customer order, incorrect dye shade, or
a discontinued range. Deadstock fabric from Harris TweedVR mills
cannot be resold and therefore has limited options for reuse. The
ten-week project included a briefing to students, a mid-point review,
and final student feedback by the KTP Associate. The opportunity to
work with the company enabled students to gain first-hand experi-
ence of working on a live project brief and gain feedback on their
work both in development and at the final presentation of the work. A
selection of student’s work was selected and shown at the
company’s Chinese fabric agent’s stand as part of Shanghai Fashion
Week.

The project demonstrated the importance of building meaningful
partnerships with external organisations to enrich the curriculum with
real-world commercially driven student projects that have a focus on
sustainability and the circular economy. All the students who took
part in the project gained from the experience. In addition, the project
outcome was significant in building their portfolios with examples of

Figure 4
Examples of second-year fashion and textile Student’s work using deadstock

Harris TweedVR fabric. Image credit: Fergus Connor.
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work that relates to design for sustainability as a key graduate
attribute.

Fashion Management Projects

Two further projects took place with students from the Fashion
Management course: Fashion Retail and Store Design project with
first-year students and a Fashion Branding project with third-year stu-
dents. As for the fashion design projects the associate worked
closely with the academics delivering the project and provided first-
hand experiential insights on the students’ work, together with pro-
viding information on the company’s branding, customer retail, and
marketing strategy.

In addition to the student projects the associate was involved in a
range of University initiatives specifically in line with their ambitions
towards ESD. The associate contributed to the University’s first cre-
ative industries sustainability symposium providing insights from an
industry perspective on their sustainability development goals and on
their work as part of the KTP project in developing sustainable design
practices. Involvement also included taking part in a student focus
group discussion focusing on the University’s awareness and ESD
ambitions.

The Design Graduate—Associate

The role of the designer in this project highlights the agency of design
where the associate has acquired a complex range of skills. They are
the creator of new knowledge for the company and must navigate
between two different organisations with diverse priorities and objec-
tives - the company and the University. For the company, the associ-
ate needs to innovate and present design-led initiatives that
transform their current operations to ensure a successful outcome
that fully meets the expectations of the project. Within the academic
context, the associate supports and informs research and teaching,
where the tangible impact of new knowledge generation and applica-
tion within a scholarly and research context brings value to the sector
and the curriculum. They must also exploit softer skills through pro-
ject management, meeting performance objectives, and undertaking
a formalized personal and professional development program. For
the designer as an associate, their specialist design knowledge
together with training supports their understanding of management
concepts and how to apply design thinking to strategic design deci-
sions in a dynamic process with the aim of moving the business from
“potential absorptive capacity” to “realised absorptive capacity”
(Zahra and George 2002, 190–192).

The industry needs creative individuals that can collaborate, com-
municate, and integrate activities and projects. Designers who can
be agile and responsive to new emergent lifestyle trends are attract-
ive to industries that struggle to achieve this internally but know it is
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essential to their future growth. Design’s intangible qualities and less
quantifiable assets need to be appropriately communicated and
adapted within company structures. For the associate, taking on the
role of stewardship, planning, and managing a project, involved
developing nuanced oral communication skills to work effectively and
sensitively with all staff with different roles and responsibilities. As
new processes and systems were developed and design innovation
practices began, they needed to become embedded within the com-
pany through effective communication with departments to ensure
full implementation across all stages of production. Furthermore,
designing a new product range needed to be clearly articulated
across the company to ensure full buy-in, achieved by communicat-
ing and working with staff to guarantee a complete understanding of
the importance of new quality control assurance. In addition, the
designer’s taught visualisation methods through storyboards and vis-
ual references within presentations and facilitated conversations and
input from staff in new and accessible ways.

Conclusion
What are the implications of this work for textile design practice, edu-
cation, and research within the framework of design for sustainabil-
ity? Fashion and textile education tends to focus on the traditional
application of design thinking towards product development, how-
ever, a key objective of the KTP was to explore how interdisciplinary
design skills within a heritage textile brand could develop new prod-
ucts, evolve a product design management framework, develop tools
and approaches that can bring systemic cultural transformation
towards ambitions for embedding sustainability and circular practi-
ces. Through collaboration, formalised through the KTP program, the
knowledge exchanged between all parties has deeply impacted the
University and has been fundamental for the company’s future eco-
nomic growth.

The project also identified several ongoing challenges for the mills
working in the Harris TweedVR industry. The company’s business
practices must align with the Harris Tweed Act 1993 that protects
and maintains the fabric’s reputation, so design innovation and
design for sustainability must conform to this legal framework. Design
innovation is therefore more complex and slower for companies
working in the Harris TweedVR industry due to this legal framework
where all new products must be undertaken with this heritage in
mind. Furthermore, the initial ambitions for the project to explore
opportunities for the company to use natural dyes rather than syn-
thetic dyes has been limited as the use of natural dyes at the industry
production scale required is not yet achievable.

Throughout the project, there have been several challenges across
management, production, communication, and in particular embed-
ding design innovation. Instigating cultural change within a traditional
heritage business with a hierarchical and fixed approach to operating
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has been complex. Embedding design throughout a company
requires a complete rethink in organizational culture where Von
Stamms (2008) explains, innovation per se is not enough where the
behaviours of staff need to also transform. A people-based approach
needs to be implemented through the formation of working groups to
ensure successful outcomes where a different culture and mindset to
business as usual is necessary. Businesses must commit long-term
to ensure the investments made during the project continue once the
funding period has been completed. Further developing design
expertise is critical for competitiveness and growth within global mar-
kets but also acknowledges that it is only part of the picture and
design needs to be carefully managed in line with the company’s
overall strategy. Cooper and Press (2000) also recognise this and
recommend the importance of integrating design with effective man-
agement to ensure the successful implementation of innovative new
products as a clear management objective.

Reflecting on the experiences of the associate, a woven design
graduate working as the project manager on the project provided a
framework within which to assess the impact and benefits of the KTP
project in relation to developing the skills needed for graduates within
the twenty-first century.

The associate project managed all the activities both within the
company and the University which included developing a first-of-its-
kind range of natural, undyed yarns within the Harris TweedVR industry.
Furthermore, the associate identified a vital knowledge gap in current
wool industry practices regarding the compostability of dyed wool
which has led to a further funded research project. The research and
results of this additional work are anticipated to generate future sus-
tainable solutions across a variety of areas in fashion and textile manu-
facturing. Not only did the associate’s design skills significantly reduce
design lead times and environmental impacts, but input as a sustain-
ability champion also enabled the business to focus on improving their
marketing communications surrounding sustainability by leading a
cross-department working group within the company to implement
changes at every stage of production. The extensive research into
product development demonstrated the long-term benefits of reduc-
ing issues around seasonality, as well as benefits to rural commun-
ities’ economy through the numerous improvements instigated across
the mill site. In addition, exploring issues, such as waste management,
opportunities, such as an undyed tweed collection, natural dyes, light-
weight fabrics, marketing, and promotional business strategies all pro-
vided the company with the means to diversify, expand globally and
generate sustained future economic growth.

Graduates’ experience of the KTP programme has been trans-
formational for fast-tracking career progression, as seventy percent
of KTP Associates are employed immediately upon completion by
the host company (Innovate UK 2022). This is particularly significant
within the fashion and textile job market where only one in seven
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graduates in the UK will find employment as designers (Business of
Fashion 2017). In the instance of the KTP outlined in this article, rec-
ognition for the associate’s work includes nomination and shortlisting
for the KTP Future Leaders Award and the offer of a full-time post
with the host company. This new role would be to further enhance
the sustainability and ethical credentials of the brand that are increas-
ingly demanded by consumers, creating long-term value for the busi-
ness. The associate has also become an associate lecturer at the
University ensuring the development of the partnership with the
company.

Finally, as this project has been prominently mill based the views
of the home weavers have not been sought however for future proj-
ects that change or affect the way weavers work, feedback and col-
lective working would be applied.
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